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Abstract: In this paper we introduce a lexicon of words describing positive and negative consequences of human actions based on Kohlbergian theory of stages that people experience when developing moral reasoning. We briefly introduce our algorithm for an automatic ethical judgment and then describe the role of the data and compare an effectiveness of the polarized set alone and when combined with emotional expressions data used for recognizing possible subjective reactions of average Internet users.

1. Introduction

Emerging field of Machine Ethics \cite{1} \cite{2} \cite{3} concentrates on developing theories and algorithms to realize automatic moral reasoning. Our approach, described first seven years ago \cite{4} (and in more details later, e.g. in \cite{5}) does not follow any particular trend in ethics, as we assume that it is easier to utilize so called Wisdom of Crowds \cite{6} and to mimic human majority behavior when telling good from wrong. To achieve it we use simple natural language processing and web-mining techniques to foresee common consequences of ethically questionable actions or behaviors. What makes our method unique is that it does not require programming of any moral rule and, in theory, any input can be processed. Although we have already tried the lexicon of the consequences expressions before (see \cite{7}), the lexicon is only briefly mentioned and its usability is mostly theoretical (there was no third person evaluation).

1.1 Kohlberg’s Theory

Lawrence Kohlberg, influenced by Piaget, has developed a theory \cite{8} about how human beings become moral. In the first, so called pre-conventional level, we are oriented toward obedience and punishment and think how we can avoid punishment. Then we turn to a self-interest orientation asking ourselves what are the benefits of our acts. In the second (conventional) stage, we start caring about an interpersonal accord and conformity (social norms). Next an authority and social-order maintaining becomes important and we achieve “law and order morality”. The post-conventional (third) level includes social contract orientation and universal ethical principles - we acquire so called “principled conscience”. Often the stages are abbreviated as follows:

(1) avoiding punishment
(2) self-interest
(3) good girl/boy attitude
(4) law and order morality
(5) social contract
(6) principle

We are especially interested in the first stages but so far concentrated on emotional consequences. To retrieve data on negative and positive consequences like punishments and praising in Japanese, we had to develop a new lexicon to perform matching.

1.2 Lexicon Details

To make the data more compatible (and comparable) with ten emotion types from Nakamura dictionary\cite{9}, we decided to create also ten categories (five pairs of negative and positive expressions) of ethical consequences. The items in the lexicon were distributed as shown in Table 1. Phrases in particular categories were written in different styles (kana / kanji), cases and tenses, often stemmed for broader matching coverage (e.g. Japanese for “praising” was entered as homeru, hometa, homerare, etc.). Most of the words were taken from Japanese thesauri, so awards category has many synonyms of prizes, and punishment category consists of words and phrases describing imprisonment or fines. After some research on critical and praising expressions, we have also added the most popular phrases of these types to the lexicon.

Table 1 Categories and numbers of items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITIVE</th>
<th>NEGATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Praises (18)</td>
<td>Reprimands (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awards (25)</td>
<td>Penalties (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society approval (8)</td>
<td>Society disapproval (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal (8)</td>
<td>Illegai (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgivable (6)</td>
<td>Unforgivable (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) avoiding punishment
(2) self-interest
(3) good girl/boy attitude
(4) law and order morality
(5) social contract
(6) principle

2. System Variations

The moral judgment system we first developed had a high recall but because of search engine restrictions it was too slow to
Table 2 Examples of input actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>killing a pig</th>
<th>killing a cow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eating a pig</td>
<td>eating a cow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eating a hamburger</td>
<td>throwing away bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eating bread</td>
<td>killing a president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stealing something</td>
<td>driving a car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driving after drinking</td>
<td>having an abortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choose anesthesia</td>
<td>being unfaithful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kidnapping a kid</td>
<td>causing war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopping war</td>
<td>forcing one perform abortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revenging oneself</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Hyper Estraier Version

To increase the processing speed, instead of the whole text resources indexed by Yahoo Japan search engine we used Ameba blogs corpus [10] and Hyper Estraier \(^1\) full text search tool. In order to avoid multiplying the number of searches we excluded causality morphemes and used also stemmed verbs instead of basic forms. Without any search restrictions and with comparatively small data (21GB of text), we were able to shorten processing time to 2-9 seconds depending on hits number. Naturally it lead to a drastic decrease in recall (see Figure 1), however, as experiments have shown, higher recall does not have to lead to a better performance. To find an optimal setting we have tested following variations.

- search engine-based system (all [inputs])
- baseline system with inputs that were matched by blog corpus-based system (match)
- blog corpus-based system with basic form verb inputs (fast full)
- blog corpus-based system with stemmed verb inputs (fast cut)
- blog corpus-based system with stemmed verb inputs using ethical consequences only (cut(eth))
- blog corpus-based system with stemmed verb inputs using emotional consequences only (cut(emo))
- blog corpus-based system with stemmed verb inputs using all Nakamura dictionary phrases (cut(emo)N)

The last three settings were introduced to check the correlations between two different types of consequences. To make the search faster, we also rebuilt the original data from Nakamura dictionary and excluded old and rare words, leaving only 145 high frequency expressions out of 1677. As experiments showed, it was beneficial not only for the speed but also for the accuracy (see Figure 4).

3. Experiments

From the original 100 input sentences we excluded similar ones (killing 2 people, 3 people, 4 people, etc.) and most of non-ethical statements (earth turns, sky is blue) to decrease a burden of human evaluators and then asked 7 Japanese (22-29 years old, 6 males and one female) to rate 72 input actions on a 11 point morality scale where -5 is the most unethical and +5 is the most ethical. Except assigning 0 as "no ethical valence", subjects could also mark "context dependent" as the most of our behaviors can be treated differently depending on context [11]. There was only few examples where subjects had opposite opinions (for example when evaluating a "revenge") and after analyzing the data we decided to count an action as a negative when an average mark was below -2.5 and as a positive when it was above +2.5. Scores between -2.5 and +2.5 were treated as ambiguous. We needed a scale type evaluation for future experiments on more sophisticated automatic grading of moral actions.

3.1 Search engine-based vs. Human Evaluation

Only in 30.5% of cases subjects could not decide if an action

\(^1\) http://fallabs.com/hyperestraier
was strictly positive or negative which differed from our assumption that most of the actions can not be easily divided because they almost always depend on context. Although the recall was 72% for all the inputs in case of the search engine-based system, there were only 55.1% correct automatic recognitions. When narrowed to the actions which were recognized by faster morality judgment algorithm, the accuracy improved (62.5%) but was still lower than expected.

3.2 Blog-based vs. Human Evaluation

We have soon realized that input phrases, without adding causal morphemes, cause a significant decrease of search hits, therefore we prepared a set where basic verb forms were cut to their stems ("eat" taberu became tabe, naru was transformed into natt, etc.). This simple trick has doubled the recall (compare cut marked results with full ones) and both ethical and emotional consequences accuracy became equal or superior to the slow algorithm dependent on Yahoo search engine.

3.3 Differences Between Two Lexicons

The main question we wanted to know the answer to was if the ethical consequence expressions can be trusted when the emotional consequences retrieval fails and if the polarization was performed correctly. As the overall comparison shows (see Figure 3), the best accuracy was achieved by emotional consequences expressions when the input verbs were stemmed (77%). The ethical consequences brought slightly worse results (70.3%) but without shrinking the Nakamura dictionary expressions to the size of ethical consequences expressions, the emotional consequences search output only 40.7% of correct judgments (see Figure 4). We have confirmed that the judgments based on ethical consequences are correlated to the emotional ones and in cases where one data set cannot find a judgment, the other set very often brings the answer, therefore we will continue our research based on both types, as also human beings, we assume, gather their moral experiences from both, internal and external worlds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Type</th>
<th>Emotive Lexicon</th>
<th>Set Processing</th>
<th>Average Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basic verbs</td>
<td>short Nakamura dictionary</td>
<td>2m 4sec</td>
<td>0.8sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stemmed</td>
<td>short Nakamura dictionary</td>
<td>8m 32sec</td>
<td>7.1sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic verbs</td>
<td>full Nakamura dictionary</td>
<td>9m 30sec</td>
<td>7.9sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stemmed</td>
<td>full Nakamura dictionary</td>
<td>48m 21sec</td>
<td>40.3sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced a new data set for Japanese language that can be used for mining ethical consequences of human acts and behaviors\(^2\). We created the lexicon and polarized it by using ideas of Lawrence Kohlberg and his theory of moral development stages. We have also tested different settings of our retrieval algorithm to speed up the process without losing accuracy. Because the recall of the fastest versions decreased, the next step will be to challenge this problem, for example by implementing "if" forms by decreasing their number in an efficient manner. Except of increasing the processing speed for dialog agents we will also continue to work on deeper semantics of consequential sentences as the accuracy drops because of the language processing shallowness. The next step will be to incorporate negation recognition module and grading algorithm based e.g. on amplification adverbs. We will also work on improving the quality of the introduced lexicon.
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